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RADIGREEN® at Domotex.
In Hannover, together with its 2015 Radifloor® BCF yarn collection and its portfolio of dorix® and
radilon® staple fibre products, RadiciGroup is showcasing RADIGREEN® polyamide and polyolefin
artificial grass yarn. Focus on: MY RADIGREEN® yarn and RADIGREEN® HD PE.

RADIGREEN® polyamide and polyolefin artificial grass yarn from Tessiture Pietro Radici
(TPR), an ancestral RadiciGroup company, is
back once again at Domotex. The RADIGREEN®
yarn range stands for quality, safety and high
performance and has been developed to best
meet customer expectations and requirements.
Thus RADIGREEN® is the ideal solution for many
different

synthetic

turf

applications:

from

landscaping (residential and commercial indoor
and outdoor artificial grass) to sports (football,
hockey, five-a-side football and rugby pitches; golf greens; and American football fields).
At Domotex FOCUS ON...

MY RADIGREEN®…
Specifically

developed

for

residential,

commercial

and

household

synthetic

turf,

MY RADIGREEN® yarn is an exclusive “All In One” combination of straight and textured
monofilaments that gives turf makers maximum colour and production flexibility and freedom to
unleash their creativity.
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Why use MY RADIGREEN® for residential and commercial buildings? Here is a short list of the
main benefits: water savings - Minimal maintenance - No pesticides - Ever-green lawn - Creative
customization.

RADIGREEN® HD PE…
RADIGREEN® HD PE is a yarn family for sports applications that Tessiture Pietro Radici has
achieved through the use of high performance polymers and advanced production technology. It
was designed to fulfil one of the primary needs of the synthetic turf sector: a fibre that lasts over
time, keeping the turf’s technical characteristics unchanged as long as possible and preventing
degradation caused by the sun’s radiation. Long life is a key requirement for artificial turf surfaces
for sports such as football, golf, hockey, five-a-side football, American football and rugby. This kind
of performance is ensured by RADIGREEN® HD PE, which was developed using an innovative
fibrillation technology and special polymers specially designed to provide high tear-resistance. The
distinctive Radigreen® HD PE characteristics include good weaveability, ease of installation and
maintenance, and long-lasting high resistance to wear and tear.
RADIGREEN® HD PE yarn can withstand prolonged stress because of its self-twisting property, a
helix effect that strengthens the yarn by increasing resilience and split resistance. RADIGREEN®
HD PE yarn ensures a uniform and homogeneous playing surface with good resilience and ball
roll.

For more information on RADIGREEN®
Contact Sales: mauro.cattaneo@radicigroup.com

RADICIGROUP Production and sales sites in Europe, North America, South America and Asia. Diversified
businesses focusing on chemicals, plastics, synthetic fibres and nonwovens. Know-how. Vertically integrated nylon
production. Constant commitment to guaranteeing its customers quality, sustainable innovation and reliability. All this
is RadiciGroup, a leader in nylon chemicals. RadiciGroup products are used in applications such as: APPAREL –
FURNISHINGS – AUTOMOTIVE – CONSUMER GOODS – CONSTRUCTION – ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS
– HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES – SPORT. RadiciGroup, with its Chemicals, Plastics, Synthetic Fibres and Nonwovens
Business Areas, is part of a larger industrial group that also includes textile machinery and energy businesses.
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